CHAPTER

3

MessQge Passing
3.1 INTRODumON
A processis a program in execution. When we say that two computers of a distributed
system are communicating with each other, we mean that two processes, one running on
each computer, are in communication with each other. In a distributed system, processes
executing on different computers often need to communicate with each other to achieve
some common goal. For example, each computer of a distributed system may have a
resourcemanagerprocess to monitor the current status of usage of its local resources, and
the resource managers of all the computers might communicate with each other from time
to time to dynamically balance the system load among all the computers. Therefore, a
distributed operating system needs to provide interprocess communication (lPC)
mechanisms to facilitate such communication activities.
Interprocess communication basically requires information sharing among two or
more processes. The two basic methods for information sharing are as follows:
1. Original sharing, or shared-data approach
2. Copy sharing, or message-passing approach
In the shared-data approach, the information to be shared is placed in a common
memory area that is accessible to all the processes involved in an IPC. The shared-data
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paradigm gives theconceptualcommunicationpattern illustrated in Figure 3.1
(a). On the
other hand, in themessage-passing
approach, theinformation to be shared isphysically
copied from thesenderprocess'saddress space to the address spaces of all the receiver
processes,and this is done bytransmittingthe data to be copied in the form of messages
(a messageis a blockof information). Themessage-passing
paradigm gives the conceptual
communicationpattern illustrated in Figure 3.1
(b). That is, thecommunicatingprocesses
interact directly with each other.

Shared common
memory area
(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.1

The two basicinterprocesscommunicationparadigms:(a) The shared-data
approach.(b) The message-passing
approach.

Sincecomputersin a network do not share memory, processes in a distributed system
normally communicate by exchanging messages rather than through shared data.
Therefore,message passing is the basic
IPe mechanism in distributed systems.
A message-passing
system is a subsystem of a distributed operating system that
provides a set ofmessage-based
IPe protocols and does so
by shielding the details of
complex network protocols and multiple
heterogeneousplatforms from programmers. It
enablesprocessesto communicateby exchangingmessages and allows programs to be
written by using simplecommunicationprimitives, such assendand receive.It serves as a
suitableinfrastructurefor building other higherlevellPCsystems, such as remote procedure
call (RPC; seeChapter4) and distributed shared memory (DSM; see
Chapter5).

3.2 DESIRABlE FEATURES OF A GOOD MESSAGE·PASSING
SYSTEM
3.2. 1 Simplicity
A message-passing
system should be sitnple and easy to use. It muststraightforward
be
to construct new applications and to communicatewith existing ones by using the
primitives provided by the message-passing
system. It shouldalso be possible for a
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programmerto designatethe different modulesof a distributedapplicationand to send and
receivemessagesbetweenthem in a way assimpleas possiblewithout the need to worry
about the systemand/ornetwork aspectsthat are notrelevantfor the applicationlevel.
Clean and simple semanticsof the IPe protocolsof a message-passing
systemmake it
easierto build distributed applicationsand to get them right.

3.2.1 Unlrorm Semantics
In a distributed system, amessage-passing
systemmay be used for thefollowing two
types of interprocesscommunication:

1. Local communication,in which the communicatingprocessesare on the same
node

2. Remote communication,
in which the communicatingprocessesare ondifferent
nodes
systemis that thesemantics
An importantissue in thedesignof a message-passing
of remotecommunicationsshould be ascloseas possibleto thoseof local communications. This is animportantrequirementfor ensuringthat the message-passing
systemis
easy to use.

3.2.3 Efficiency
Efficiency is.normally a critical issue for amessage-passing
systemto be acceptableby
systemis not efficient, interprocesscommunicationmay
the users.I f the message-passing
becomesoexpensivethat applicationdesignerswill strenuouslytry to avoidits use in their
applications.As a result, thedevelopedapplicationprogramswould bedistorted.An IPe
protocol of a message-passing
systemcan be madeefficient by reducingthe numberof
messageexchanges,as far aspracticable,during the communicationprocess.Some
optimizationsnormally adoptedfor efficiency include the following:
• Avoiding the costsof establishingand terminatingconnectionsbetweenthe same
pair of processesfor each andevery messageexchangebetweenthem
• Minimizing the costsof maintainingthe connections
• Piggybackingof acknowledgmento f previous messageswith the next message
during a connectionbetweena senderand areceiverthat involvesseveralmessage
exchanges

3.1.4 Reliability
Distributed systemsare prone to different catastrophiceventssuch as nodecrashesor
communicationlink failures.. Suchevents may interrupt a communicationthat was in
progressbetweentwo processes,resultingin the lossof a message. AreliableIPe protocol
cancopewith failure problemsand guaranteesthe delivery of a message.Handlingof lost
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messages usually involvesacknowledgmentsand retransmissions on the basis of
timeouts.
Another issue related to reliability is that of duplicate messages. Duplicate messages
fPC protocol is also
may be sent in the event of failures or because of timeouts. A reliable
capable of detecting and handling duplicates. Duplicate handling usually involves
generating and assigning appropriate sequence numbers to messages.
A good message-passing
system must have IPC protocols to support these reliability
features.

3.2.5 Correctness
A message-passing system often has IPC protocols for group
communicationthat allow a
sender to send a message to a group of receivers and a receiver to receive messages from
several senders. Correctness is a feature related to IPC protocols for group communication. Although not always required, correctness may be useful for some applications.
Issues related tocorrectnessare as follows [Navratnam et al. 1988]:
• Atomicity
• Ordered delivery
• Survivability
Atomicity ensures that every message sent to a group of receivers will be delivered
to either all of them or none of them. Ordered delivery ensures that messages arrive at all
receivers in an order acceptable to the application. Survivability guarantees that messages
will be delivered correctly despite partial failures of processes, machines, or communication links. Survivability is a difficult property to achieve.

3.2.6 Flexibility
Not all applications require the same degree of reliability and correctness of the fPC
protocols. For example, in adaptive routing, it may be necessary to distribute the
information regarding queuing delays in different parts of the network. A broadcast
if a broadcast message is late in coming,
protocol could be used for this purpose. However,
due tocommunicationfailures, it mightjust as well not arrive at all as it will soon be
outdated by a more recent one anyway. Similarly, many applications do not require
atomicity or ordered delivery of messages. For example, a client
may multicast a request
message to a group of servers and offer the job to the first server that replies. Obviously,
atomicity of message delivery is not required in this case. Thus the IPC protocols of a
message-passing
system must be flexible enough to cater to the various needs of different
applications. That is, the IPC primitives should be such that the users have the flexibility
to choose and specify the types and levels of reliability and correctness requirements of
their applications. Moreover, IPC primitives must also have the flexibility to permit any
kind of control flow between thecooperatingprocesses, including synchronous and
asynchronoussend/receive.
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A good message-passing system must also be capable of providing a secure end-to-end
communication. That is, a message in transit on the network should not be accessible to
any user other than those to whom it is addressed and the sender. Steps necessary for
secure communication include the following:
• Authentication of the receiver(s) of a message by the sender
• Authentication of the sender of a message by its receiver(s)
• Encryption of a message before sending it over the network
These issues willbe described in detail in Chapter 11.

3.1.8 Portability
There are two different aspects of portability in a message-passing system:
1. The message-passing system should itself be portable. That is, it should be
possible to easily construct a new IPC facility on another system by reusing the basic
design of the existing message-passing system.
2. The applications written by using the primitives of the IPC protocols of the
message-passing system should be portable. This requires that heterogeneity must be
considered while designing a message-passing system. This may require the use of an
external data representation format for the communications taking place between two or
more processes running on computers of different architectures. The design of high-level
primitives for the IPC protocols of a message-passing system should be done so as to hide
the heterogeneous nature of the network.

3.3 ISSUES IN IPC BY MESSAGE PASSING
A message is a block of information formatted by a sending process in such a manner that
it is meaningful to the receiving process. It consists of a fixed-length header and a
variable-size collection of typed data objects. As shown in Figure 3.2, the header usually
consists of the following elements:
• Address.It contains characters that uniquely identify the sending and receivis
ing processes in the network. Thus, this element has parts-onepart
two
the sending process address and the other part is the receiving process
address.
• Sequence number.
This is the message identifier (ID), which is very useful
for identifying lost messages and duplicate messages in case of system
failures.
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Structural information
Actual data
or pointer
to the data

Number of
bytes/
elements

Type

Addresses
Sequence
Receiving Sending
number
or message 10 process process
address address

..I

~ Variable- -4.....141--------Fixed-length header - - - - - size collection
of typed data

Fig.3.2 A typical message structure.

• Structural information.This element also has two parts. The
type part specifies
whether the data to be passed on to the receiver is included within the message or
the message only contains a pointer to the data, which is stored somewhere outside
the contiguous portion of the message. The second part of this element specifies
the length of the variable-size message data.
In a message-orientedIPC protocol, the sending process determines the actual
contents of a message and the receiving process is aware of how to interpret the
contents. Special primitives are explicitly used for sending and receiving the messages. Therefore, in this method, the users fully
are aware of the message formats
used in thecommunicationprocess and the mechanisms used to send and receive
messages.
In the design of anIPe protocol for a message-passing
system, the following
important issues need to be considered:
• Who is the sender?
• Who is the receiver?
• Is there one receiver or many receivers?
• Is the message guaranteed to have been accepted
by its receiver(s)?
• Does the sender need to wait for a reply?
• What should be done if a catastrophic event such as a node crash or a
communicationlink failure occurs during the course of
communication?
• What should be done if the receiver is not ready to accept the message: Will the
message be discarded or stored in a buffer? In the case of buffering, what should
be done if the buffer is full?
• If there are several outstanding messages for a receiver, can it choose the order in
which to service the outstanding messages?
These issues are addressed
by the semantics of the set of communication primitives
provided by the fPC protocol. A general description of the various ways in which these
by message-oriented IPC protocols is presented below.
issues are addressed
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3.4 SYNCHRONIZATION
A central issue in the communication structure is the synchronization imposed on the
communicatingprocesses by thecommunicationprimitives. The semantics used for
synchronizationmay be broadly classified as
blockingand nonblockingtypes. A primitive
is said to have nonblocking semantics if its invocation does not block the execution of its
invoker (the control returns almost immediately to the invoker); otherwise a primitive is
said to be of the blocking type. The synchronization imposed oncommunicating
the
processes basically depends on one of the two types of semantics used send
for the
and
receiveprimitives.
In case of a blockingsend primitive, after execution of thesend statement, the
sending process is blocked until it receivesacknowledgment
an
from the receiver that the
message has been received. On the other hand, for nonblocking
send primitive, after
execution of the send statement, the sending process is allowed to proceed with its
executionas soon as the message has been copied to a buffer.
In the case of a blockingreceiveprimitive, after execution of thereceivestatement,
the receiving process is blocked until it receives a message. On the other hand, for a
nonblocking receiveprimitive, the receiving process proceeds with its execution after
just after
executionof the receivestatement, which returns control almost immediately
telling the kernel where the message buffer is.
An important issue in a nonblocking
receiveprimitive is how the receiving process
knows that the message has arrived in the message buffer. One of the following two
methods is commonly used for this purpose:

1. Polling.In this method, atestprimitive is provided to allow the receiver to check
the buffer status. The receiver uses this primitive to periodically poll the kernel to check
if the message is already available in the buffer.
2. Interrupt. In this method, when the message has been filled in the buffer and is
ready for use by the receiver, a software interrupt is used to notify the receiving process.
This method permits the receiving process to continue with its execution without having
test requests. Although this method is highly efficient and allows
to issue unsuccessful
maximum parallelism, its main drawback is that user-level interrupts make programming
difficult [Tanenbaum 1995].

A variant of the nonblockingreceiveprimitive is the conditionalreceiveprimitive,
which also returns control to the invoking process almost immediately, either with a
message or with an indicator that no message is available.
In a blocking send primitive, the sending process could get blocked forever in
situations where the potential receiving process has crashed or the sent message has been
lost on the network due to
communicationfailure. To prevent this situation, blocking
send
primitives often use a timeout value that specifies an interval of time after which
send
the
operation is terminated with an error status. Either the timeout value may be a default
value or the users may be provided with the flexibility to specify it as a parameter of the
sendprimitive.
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A timeout value may also be associated with a blocking
receiveprimitive to prevent
the receiving process from getting blocked indefinitelysituationswhere
in
the potential
sending process has crashed or the expected message has been lost on the network due to
communicationfailure.
When both the send and receive primitives of a communication between two
processes use blocking semantics, communication
the
is said to besynchronous;otherwise
receiver
it is asynchronous.That is, for synchronouscommunication,the sender and the
must be synchronized to exchange a message. This illustrated
is
in Figure 3.3.
Conceptually, the sending process sends a message to the receiving process, then waits for
an acknowledgment.After executing thereceivestatement, the receiver remains blocked
until it receives the message sent by the sender. On receiving the message,
receiver
the
sends anacknowledgmentmessage to the sender. The sender resumes execution only after
receiving thisacknowledgmentmessage.
Receiver's
execution

Sender's
execution

Receive (message);
suspended

Send(message);
execution suspended

I execution
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Execution resumed
Send (acknowledgment)

I

I
I

Execution resumed I

Blocked state
Executing state
Fig.3.3 Synchronousmode of communicationwith both sendand receiveprimitives
having blocking-typesemantics.

As compared toasynchronouscommunication,synchronouscommunicationis simple
and easy to implement. It also
contributesto reliability because it assures the sending
process that its message has been accepted before the sending process resumes execution.
As a result, if the message gets lost or is undelivered, no backward error recovery is
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necessaryfor the sending process to establish
consistent
a
state and resume
execution[Shatz
1984]. However, the maindrawbackof synchronouscommunicationis that it limits
concurrencyand is subject tocommunicationdeadlocks (communicationdeadlock is
describedin Chapter6). It is less flexible thanasynchronouscommunicationbecause the
sendingprocessalways has to wait for an
acknowledgmentfrom thereceivingprocess even
when this is not necessary. In a system that supports multiple threads in a single process (see
Chapter8), the blocking primitives can be used without thedisadvantageof limited
concurrency. How this is made possibleexplainedin
is
Chapter8.
A flexible message-passing
system usually provides both blocking and
nonblocking
primitives for sendand receiveso that users can choose the most suitable one to match the
specific needs of their applications.

3.5 BUFFERING
Messagescan be transmitted from one process to another copying
by
the body of the
message from the address space
of the sending process to the address space of the receiving
process (possibly via the address spaces of the kernels of the sending and receiving
computers).In some cases, the receiving process may not be ready
receivea
to
message
transmittedto it but it wants the operating system to save that message for later reception. In
these cases, the operating system will rely on the receiver having a buffer in which messages
can be stored prior to the receiving process executing specific code to receive the message.
In interprocesscommunication,the message-buffering
strategy is strongly related to
synchronizationstrategy. The synchronous and
asynchronousmodes ofcommunication
correspondrespectivelyto the two extremes of buffering: null
a buffer, or no buffering,
and abuffer with unboundedcapacity. Other twocommonlyused buffering strategies are
single-messageand finite-bound, or multiple-message,buffers. These four types of
buffering strategiesare described below.

3.5. 1 Null luff.r (or No luff.rlng)
In case of no buffering, there is no place to temporarily store the message. Hence one of
the following implementationstrategies may be used:
1. The message remains in the sender
process'saddress space and the execution of
the sendis delayed until the.
receiverexecutes thecorrespondingreceive. To do this, the
senderprocessis backed up and suspended in such a way that when
it is unblocked,it
starts by reexecuting the send statement. When the receiver
executes receive, an
acknowledgmentis sent to thesender'skernel saying that thesendercan now send the
message. On receiving the
acknowledgmentmessage, the senderunblocked,causing
is
the
sendto beexecutedonce again. This time, the messagesuccessfully
is
transferred from the
sender'saddress space to the
receiver'saddress space because receiveris
the
waiting to
receive the message.
2. The message is simply discarded and the timeout
mechanismis used to resend the
message after a timeout period. That is, after executing
send, the sender process waits for
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an acknowledgmentfrom the receiverprocess.If no acknowledgmentis receivedwithin
the timeout period, it assumesthat its messagewas discardedand triesagainhoping that
this time thereceiverhas alreadyexecutedreceive.The sendermay have to tryseveral
times before succeeding.The sendergives upafter retrying for a predecidednumberof
times.
As shown in Figure 3.4(a), in the case of nobuffering, the logical path of message
transfer is directly from the sender'saddressspace to thereceiver's addressspace,
involving a single copyoperation.
Sending

Receiving

~~------------~@
(a)

Receiving
process

Sending
process

Node
boundary
(b)

Sending
process

IMessage 21

IMessage 31

Multiple·message
buffer/mailbox/port

(c)
Fig. 3.4

The three types of buffering strategies usedinterprocess
in
comunication
mechanisms:(a) Message transfer in
synchronoussend with no buffering
strategy (only one copy operation is needed).
(b) Message transfer in
synchronoussend withsingle-message
buffering strategy (two copy
asynchronoussend with
operationsare needed).(c) Message transfer in
multiple-messagebuffering strategy (two copyoperationsare needed).
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3.5.1 Single-Messap
l uff.r
The null buffer strategy isgenerallynot suitablefor synchronouscommunicationbetween
two processesin a distributedsystembecauseif the receiveris not ready, amessagehas
to be transferredtwo or more times, and the
receiverof the messagehas to wait for the
entire time taken totransfer the message across the network. Indistributed
a
system,
messagetransfer across thenetwork may require significant time in some cases.
Therefore, instead of using the null buffer strategy,synchronous communication
mechanismsin network/distributedsystemsuse asingle-message
buffer strategy. In this
strategy, a buffer having a capacity to store a single message is used on
receiver's
the
node. This isbecausein systems based on
synchronouscommunication,an application
module may have at most one message
outstandingat a time. The main idea behind the
single-message
buffer strategy is to keep the message ready for use atlocation
the of the
receiver.Therefore,in this method, the request
messageis buffered on thereceiver'snode
if the receiveris not ready to receive the message. The
messagebuffer may either be
located in thekernel'saddress space or in the
receiverprocess'saddressspace. As shown
in Figure 3.4(b), in this case the logical patho f messagetransfer involves two copy
operations.

3.5.3 Unbounded-Capacity
l uffe,
In the asynchronousmodeof communication,since asenderdoes not wait for thereceiver
to be ready, there may be several
pendingmessagesthat have not yet been
acceptedby the
receiver.Therefore,an unbounded-capacitymessage buffer that can store unreceived
all
messagesis needed tosupportasynchronouscommunicationwith the assurancethat all
the messagessent to thereceiverwill be delivered.

3.5.4 Flnlte-80und(or Multlpl.-MuSQge)lu".r
Unboundedcapacityof a buffer ispractically impossible.Therefore,in practice,systems
using asynchronousmode of communicationuse finite-bound buffers, also known as
multiple-messagebuffers. When the buffer has finite bounds, a strategy is also needed for
handlingthe problemof a possiblebuffer overflow. The bufferoverflow problemcan be
dealt with in oneof the following two ways:

1. Unsuccessful communication.
In this method, messagetransfers simply fail
wheneverthere is no more buffer space. The
sendnormally returns anerrormessageto the
sendingprocess,indicatingthat themessagecould not bedeliveredto thereceiverbecause
the buffer is full. Unfortunately, the useof this method makesmessagepassingless
reliable.
2. Flow-controlled communication.
The second method is to use flow
control, which
means that thesenderis blockeduntil the receiveraccepts somemessages,thus creating
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space in the buffer for new messages. This method introduces
synchronization
a
between
may result in unexpected deadlocks. Moreover, due to the
the sender and the receiver and
synchronization imposed, the asynchronous send does not operate in the truly
asynchronous mode for all
send commands.
The amount of buffer space to be allocated in the bounded-buffer strategy is a
system
matter of implementation.In the most often used approach, create_buffer
a
call is provided to the users. This system call, when executed by a receiver process,
creates a buffer (sometimes called mailbox
a
or port) of a size specified by the
receiver. Thereceiver's mailbox may be located either in the kernel's address space
or in the receiverprocess'saddress space. If it is located in the
kernel's address
space, mailboxes are a system resource that must be allocated to processes as and
when required. This will tend to limit the number of messages that an individual
process may keep in its mailbox. On the other hand,
if the mailbox is located in the
receiver process'saddress space, the operating system will have to rely on the
process allocating an appropriate amount of memory, protecting the mailbox from
mishaps, and so on.
As shown in Figure3.4(c), in the case of asynchronous
send with bounded-buffer
strategy, the message is first copied from the sending
process'smemory into the receiving
process'smailbox and then copied from the mailbox to the
receiver'smemory when the
receiver calls for the message. Therefore, in this case also, the logical path of message
transfer involves two copy operations.
Although message communication based multiple-message-buffering
on
capability
provides betterconcurrencyand flexibility as compared to no buffering or single-message
buffering, it is more complex to design and use. This is because of the extra work and
overhead involved in the mechanisms needed for the creation, deletion, protection, and
other issues involved in buffer management.

3.6 MUlTIDATAGRAM MESSAGES
Almost all networks have an upper bound on the size of data that can be transmitted at a
maximumtransfer unit (MTU) of a network. A message
time. This size is known as the
whose size is greater than the MTU has to be fragmented into multiples of
the and
MTU,
then each fragment has to be sent separately. Each fragment is sent in a packet that has
some control information in addition to the message data. Each packet is known as a
datagram. Messages smaller than the
Ml'U of the network can be sent in a single packet
single-datagrammessages.On the other hand, messages larger than the
and are known as
MTU of the network have to be fragmented and sent in multiple packets. Such messages
are known asmultidatagrammessages.Obviously, different packets of m
a ultidatagram
message bear a sequential relationship to one another. The disassembling of a
multidatagram message into multiple packets on the sender side and the reassembling of
the packets on the receiver side is usually the responsibility ofmessage-passing
the
system.
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3.7 ENCODING AND DECODING OF MESSAGE DATA
A message data should be meaningful to the receiving process. This implies that, ideally,
the structure of program objects should be preserved while they are transmittedfrom
being
the address space of the sending process to the address space
receivingprocess.
of the
This
obviously is not possible in aheterogeneous
system in which the sending and receiving
processesare on computersof different architectures. However, even in homogeneous
systems,it is very difficult to achieve this goal mainly because
of two reasons:
1. An absolute pointer value loses its meaning when
transferredfrom one process
address space to another. Therefore, such program objects that use absolute
pointervalues
cannotbe transferred in their original form, and some other formrepresentation
of
must
be used to transfer them. For example, to transmit a tree object,elementof
each
the tree
must be copied in a leaf record and properly aligned in some fixed order in a buffer before
it can be sent to another process. The leaf records themselves have no meaning in the
address space of the receiving process, but the tree can
regenerated
be
easily from them.
To facilitate suchregeneration,object-type information must be passed between the
senderand receiver, indicating not only that a tree object is being passed but also the order
in which theleafrecords are aligned. This process of flattening and shaping of tree objects
also extends to other structured program objects, such as linked lists.
2. Different program objects occupy varying amount of storage space. To be
meaningful,a message must normally contain several types
programobjects,
of
such as
long integers, short integers,
variable-lengthcharacterstrings, and so on. In this .case, to
make the message meaningful to the receiver, there must be some way receiverto
for the
identify which program object is stored where in the message buffer and how much space
each program object occupies.
Due to the problems mentioned above in transferring
program objects in their
original form, they are firstconvertedto a stream form that is suitable for
transmissionand
placed into a message buffer. This
conversionprocess takes place on the sender side and
is known asencoding of a message data. The encoded message, when received by the
receiver, must beconvertedback from the stream form to the original program objects
before it can be used. The processreconstruction
of
of program objects from message data
on thereceiverside is known asdecoding of the message data.
One of the following tworepresentations
may be used for the
encodingand 'decoding
of a message data:

1. In tagged representation
the type of each program object along with its value is
encoded in the message. In this method, it is a simple matter for the receiving process to
check the typeof each program object in the message because of
self-describing
the
nature
of the coded data format.
2. In untaggedrepresentationthe message data only contains program objects. No
informationis included in the message data to specify the type of each program object. In
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this method, the receiving process must have a prior knowledge
of how to decode the
received data because the coded data format is not self-describing.
The untaggedrepresentationis used in Sun XDR (eXternal Data
Representation)
[Sun 1990] andCourier [Xerox 1981], whereas the tagged
representationis used in the
ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation) standard
[CCITf 1985] and the Machdistributed
operatingsystem[Fitzgeraldand Rashid 1986].
In general, taggedrepresentationis more expensive than untagged
representation,
both in terms of the quantity of data transferred and the processing time needed at each
side to encode and decode the message data. No matter representation
which
is used, both
the sender and the receiver must be fully aware of the format of data coded in the message.
The sender possesses the encoding routine for the coded data format and
receiver
the
possesses the
correspondingdecoding routine. The encoding and decoding operations are
perfectly symmetrical in the sense that decoding exactly reproduces the data that was
encoded, allowing for differences in local representations. Sometimes, a receiver
may
receive a badly encoded data, such as encoded data that exceeds
maximum-length
a
argument. In such a situation, the receiver cannot successfully decode the received data
and normally returns an error message to the sender indicating that the data is not
intelligible.

3.8 PROCESS ADDRESSING
Another important issue inmessage-based
communicationis addressing (or naming) of
the parties involved in an interaction: To whom does the sender wish to send its
message and, conversely, from whom does the receiver wish to accept a message? For
greater flexibility, a message-passing
system usually supports two types of process
addressing:
1. Explicit addressing. The process with whichcommunication is desired is
explicitly named as aparameterin the communicationprimitive used. Primitives(a)
and (b) of Figure 3.5 require explicit process addressing.

2. Implicit addressing.A process willing tocommunicatedoes not explicitly name
a process forcommunication.Primitives (c) and (d) of Figure 3.5 support implicit
process addressing. In primitive
(c), the sender names a service instead of a process.
This type of primitive is useful in client-servercommunicationswhen the client is not
concernedwith which particular server out of a set of servers providing the service
desired by the client actually services its request. This type of process addressing is also
communication
known as functional addressing because the address used in the
primitive identifies a service rather than a process.
On the other hand, in primitive(d), the receiver is willing to accept a message
from any sender. This type of primitive is again usefulclient-servercommunications
in
when the server is meant to service requests of all clients that are authorized to use its
service.
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(a) send (process_id, message)
Senda message to the process identified by"process_id".
(b) receive (process_id, message)
Receive a messagefromthe processidentified by"process_id".
(c) send_any (service_id, message)
Senda message to anyprocessthat provides the serviceof type
"service_ief'.
(d) receive_any (process_id, message)
Receive a messagefromany processand return the process
identifier("process_id") of the process from whichthe message
was received.

Fig.3.5 Primitives for explicit and implicit addressing of processes.

With the two basic types of process addressing used
communication
in
primitives, we
now look at the commonly used methods for process addressing.
and local_
A simple method to identify a process is by a combinationmachine_id
of
id, such asmachine_id@local_id.The local_id part is a process identifier, or a port
identifier of a receiving process, or something else that can be used to uniquely identify
a process on a machine. A process willing to send a message to another process specifies
thereceivingprocess'saddress in the formmachine_id@local_id.The machine_idpart of
the address is used by the sending
machine'skernel to send the message to the receiving
process'smachine, and thelocal_id part of the address is then used by the kernel of the
receivingprocess'smachine to forward the message to the process for which it is intended.
This method of process addressing is used in Berkeley UNIX with 32-bit Internet
addresses formachine_idand 16-bit numbers forlocal_id.
An attractive feature of this method is that no global
coordination is needed to
generate systemwide unique process identifiers because
local_ids need tobe unique only
for one machine and can be generated locally without consultation with other machines.
However, a drawback of this method is that it does not allow a process to migrate from
one machine to' another if such a need arises. For instance, one or more processes of a
heavily loaded machine may be migrated to a lightly loaded machine to balance the
overall system load.
To overcome the limitation of the above method, processes can be identified by a
combinationof the following three fields:machineld, local_id, and machineid.
1. The first field identifies the node on which the process is created
2. The second field is a local indentifier generated by the node on which the process
is created
3. The third field identifies the last known location (node) of the process.
During the lifetime of a process, the values of the first two fields of its identifier
never change; the third field, however, may. This method of process addressing is known
as link-basedprocessaddressing.For this method to work properly, when a process is
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migrated from its current node to a new node,
link
a information (process identifier with
machineidof the process'snew node) is left on
the value of its third field equal to the
local_id is assigned to the process, and its
its previous node, and on the new node, a new
local_id is entered in a mapping table maintained by the
process identifier and the new
kernelof the new node for all processes created on another node but running on this node.
Note that the value of the third field of a process identifier is set equal to its first field
when the process is created.
A process willing to send a message to another process specifies the receiving
machine_id@local_id@machine_id.
The kernel of
process'saddress in the form, say,
machine_idis specified
the sending machine delivers the message to the machine whose
in the third field of the receivingprocess'saddress. If the value of the third field is
equal to the first field, the message will be sent to the node on which the process was
created. If the receiving process was not migrated, the message is delivered to it by
using the local_id information in the process identifier. On the other hand, if the
receiving process was migrated, the link information left for it on that node is used to
forward the message to the node to which the receiving process was migrated from this
node. In this manner, the message may get forwarded from one node to another several
times before it reaches the current node of the receiving process. When the message
reaches the current node of the receiving process, the kernel of that node extracts the
process identifiers of the sending and receiving processes from the message. The first
two fields of the process identifier of the receiving process are used as its unique
identifier to extract itslocalid from the mapping table and then to deliver the message
to the proper process. On the other hand, the process identifier of the sending process is
used to return to it the current location of the receiving process. The sending process
uses this information to update the value of the third field of the receiving
process's
identifier, which it caches in a local cache, so that from the next time the sending
process can directly send a message for the receiving process to this location of the
receiving process instead of sending it via the node on which the receiving process was
created. A variant of this method of process addressing is used in DEMOSIMP [Miller
et a1. 1987] and Charlotte[Artsy et al. 1987]. Although this method of process
addressing supports the process migration facility, it suffers from two main drawbacks:
1. The overload of locating a process may be large if the process has migrated
several times during its lifetime.
2. It may not be possible to locate a process if an intermediate node on which the
process once resided during its lifetime is down.
Both process-addressing
methods previously described are nontransparent due to the
need to specify the machine identifier. The user is well aware of the location of the process
(or at least the location on which the process was created). However, we saw in Chapter
1 that location transparency is one of the main goals of a distributed operating system.
Hence a location-transparentprocess-addressing
mechanism is more desirable for a
message-passing
system. A simple method to achieve this goal is to ensure that the
systemwide unique identifier of a process does not contain an embedded machine
identifier. A centralized process identifier allocator that maintains a counter can be used
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for this purpose. When it receives a request for an identifier, it simply returns the current
valueof the counter and then increments it by 1. This scheme, however, suffers from the
problems of poor reliability and poor scalability.
Another method to achieve the goal of location transparency in process addressing is
to use a two-level naming scheme for processes. In this method, each process has two
identifiers: a high-level name that is machine independent (an ASCII string) and a lowlevel name that is machine dependent (suchmachine_id@local_id).
as
A name serveris
of processes to their lowused to maintain a mapping table that maps high-level names
level names. When this method of process addressing is used, a process that wants to send
a message to another process specifies the high-level name of the receiving process in the
communicationprimitive. The kernel of the sending machine first contacts the name
server (whose address is well known to all machines) to get the low-level name of the
receiving process from its high-level name. Using the low-level name, the kernel sends the
message to the proper machine, where the receiving kernel delivers the message to the
receiving process. The sending kernel also caches the high-level name to low-level namemapping informationof the receiving process in a local cache for future use, so that the
name server need not be contacted when a message has to be sent again to the receiving
process.
Notice that the name server approach allows a process to be migrated from one node
to another without the need to change the code in the program of any process that wants
to communicatewith it. This is because when a process migrates its low-level identifier
changes, and this change is incorporated in the name
server'smapping table. However, the
high-level name of the process remains unchanged.
The name server approach is also suitable for functional addressing. In this case, a
high-level name identifies a service instead of a process, and the name server maps a
serviceidentifier to one or more processes that provide that service.
The name server approach also suffers from the problems of poor reliability and poor
scalability because the name server is a centralized component of the system. One way to
overcome these problems is to replicate the name server. However, this leads to extra
overhead needed in keeping the replicas consistent.

3.9 FAilURE HANDLING
While a distributed system may offer potential for parallelism,
it is also prone to partial
failures such as anode crash or a communication link failure. As shown in Figure 3.6,
during interprocess communication, such failures may lead to the following problems:

1. Loss of request message.This may happen either due to the failure of
communicationlink between the sender and receiver or becausereceiver'snode
the
is
down at the time the request message reaches there.
2. Loss of response message.
This may happen either due to the failure of
communicationlink between the sender and receiver or becausesender's
the node is down
at the time the response message reaches there.
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Send request
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(a)
Sender
Send request
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execution
Send response
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(b)
Receiver

Sender
Send request

\Restarted

(c)

Fig.3.6 Possible problems inIPe due to different types of system failures.
(a)
Request message is lost.
(b) Response message is lost.
(c) Receiver's
computercrashed.

3. Unsuccessful execution
of the request.This happens due to the
receiver'snode
crashing while the request is being processed.
To cope with these problems, a reliable IPC protocol of a message-passing system is
normally designed based on the idea of internal
retransmissions
of messages after timeouts
and the return of anacknowledgmentmessage to the sending
machine'skernel by the
receiving machine'skernel. That is, the kernel of the sending machineresponsiblefor
is
if no acknowledgmentis
retransmittingthe message after waiting for a timeout period
received from thereceiver'smachine within this time. The kernel of the sending machine
frees the sending process
only when theacknowledgmentis received. The time duration
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for which the sender waits before retransmitting the request is normally slightly more than
the approximate round-triptime between the sender and the receiver nodes plus the
average time required for executing the request.
Based on the above idea, a four-message reliable IPC protocol for client-server
communication between two processes works as follows (see Fig. 3.7):

Client

Fig. 3.7

- - - - Blocked state
- .- Executing state

The four-message reliable IPC
protocol for client-server
communicationbetween two
processes.

1. The client sends a request message to the server.
2. When the request message is received atserver'smachine,
the
the kernel of that
machine returns an acknowledgment message to the kernel of the client machine. If the
of the client
acknowledgmentis not received within the timeout period, the kernel
machine retransmits the request message.
3. When the server finishes processing the client's request, it returns a reply message
(containing the result of processing) to the client.
4. When the reply message is received at client's
the
machine, the kernel of that
machine returns an acknowledgment message to the kernel of the server machine. If the
acknowledgment message is not received within the timeout period, the kernel of the
server machine retransmits the reply message.
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In client-servercommunication,the result of the processedrequest is sufficient
acknowledgmentthat the requestmessagewas receivedby the server.Basedon this idea,
a three-messagereliable IPC protocol for client-servercommunicationbetween two
processesworks as follows (see Fig. 3.8):

Fig.3.8 The three-message
reliable IPC
protocol for client-server
communicationbetween two
processes.

- - - - - Blocked state

- - Executing state

1. The client sendsa requestmessageto the server.
2. Whenthe serverfinishesprocessingthe client'srequest,it returnsa reply message
(containingthe result of processing)to the client. The client remainsblocked until the
reply is received.If the reply is not recei vedwithin the timeout period, the kernel of the
client machineretransmitsthe requestmessage.
3. When the reply messageis receivedat the client's machine,the kernel of that
machinereturnsan acknowledgmentm essageto the kernel of the servermachine.If the
acknowledgmentm essageis not receivedwithin the timeout period, the kernel of the
servermachineretransmitsthe reply message.
In the protocol of Figure 3.8, a problemoccursif a requestprocessingtakesa long
time. If the requestmessageis lost, it will be retransmittedonly after the timeoutperiod,
which hasbeenset to a largevalue to avoid unnecessaryretransmissionsof the request
message.On the other hand, if the timeout value is not set properly taking into
considerationthe long timeneededfor requestprocessing,unnecessaryretransmissionso f
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the request message will take place. The following protocol may be used to handle this
problem:
1. The client sends a request message to the server.
2. When the request message is received atserver'smachine,
the
the kernel of that
machine starts a timer. If the server finishes processingclient'srequest
the
and returns the
reply message to the client before the timer expires, the reply servesacknowledgment
as the
of the request message. Otherwise, a separate acknowledgment is sent by the kernel of the
server machine to acknowledge the request message.acknowledgment
If an
is not received
within the timeout period, the kernel of the client machine retransmits the request
message.
3. When the reply message is received at client's
the
machine, the kernel of that
machine returns an
acknowledgmentmessage to the kernel of the server machine. If the
acknowledgmentmessage is not received within the timeout period, the kernel of the
server machine retransmits the reply message.
Notice that theacknowledgmentmessage from client to server machine in the
protocol of Figure 3.8 isconvenientbut not a necessity. This is because if the reply
message is lost, the request message will be retransmitted after timeout. The server can
process the request once again and return the reply to the client. Therefore, a messagepassing system may be designed to use the following two-message IPC protocol for clientserver communication between two processes (see Fig. 3.9):

Fig.3.9 The two-messageIPC protocol used

- - - Blocked state
- - Executing state

in many systems forclient-server
communication between two
processes.
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1. The client sends a request message to the server and remains blocked until a reply
is received from the server.
2. When the server finishes processing client'srequest,
the
it returns a reply message
(containing the result ofprocessing)to the client. If the reply is not received
within the timeout period, the kernel of the client machine retransmits the request
message.
Based on the protocol of Figure 3.9, an example of failure handling during
communicationbetween twoprocessesis shown in Figure 3.10. The protocol of Figure
3.9 is said to obeyat-Least-oncesemantics, which ensures that at least one execution of the
receiver'soperation has been performed (but possibly more). It is more appropriate to call

T

Client
Send
request

Server

Timeout
Lost
Send
request

Timeout
Crash

Unsuccessful
request execution

Restarted

1

Timeout

Send
request

Successful
request execution

'\

Send response

)

These two successful
executions of the same
request may produce
different results.

Successful
request execution

Send response

Fig.3.10 An example offault-tolerantcommunicationbetween a client and a server.
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this semantics thelast-one semanticsbecause the results of the last execution of the
request are used by the sender, although
earlier(abandoned)executionsof the request may
have had side effects that survived the failure. As explained later, this semantics may not
be acceptableto severalapplications.

3.9.1 Idempotency and Handling or Duplicate Request
Messages
Idempotencybasically means"repeatability."That is, anidempotentoperationproduces the
same results without any side effects no matter how many. timesperformedwith
it is
the
same arguments. An
exampleof an idempotentroutine is a simpleGetSqrtprocedurefor
GetSqrt(64)always returns 8.
calculatingthe square rootof a given number. For example,
On the other hand,operationsthat do not necessarily produce the same results when
executedrepeatedly with the same arguments are said to
nonidempotent.
be
For example,
considerthe following routineof a server process that debits a specified amount from a
bank account and returns the balance amount to a requesting client:
debit (amount)
if (balance ~ amount)
{balance = balance- amount;
return ("success", balance);}
else return ("failure", balance);

end;

Figure 3.11 shows a sequence
of debiti I 00) requests made by a client for processing
the debit routine. The first request asks the server to debit an amount of 100 from the
balance. The server receives the request processes
and
it. Suppose the initial balance was
1000, so the server sends a reply
("success,"900) to the client indicating that the balance
remaining is 900. This reply, for some reason, could not be delivered to the client. The
client then times out waiting for the response of its request retransmitsthe
and
debiti100)
request. The server processes the
debit( 100) request once again and sends a reply
("success,"8(0) to the client indicating that the remaining balance is 800, which is not
correct.Therefore,we see from this example that multiple
executionsof nonidempotent
routines produce undesirable results.
Clearly, when no response is received by the client, it is impossible to determine
whether the failure was due to a server crash.or the loss of the request or response message.
Therefore, as can be seen in Figure 3.10, due to the use of timeout-based retransmission of
requests, the server may execute (either partially or fully) the same request message more
than once. This behaviormayor may not be tolerable depending on whether multiple
executions of the request have the same effect as a single execution (as in idempotent
routines). If the execution of the request is nonidempotent, then its repeated execution will
destroy the consistency of information. Therefore such
"orphan"executions must, in general,
be avoided. The orphan
phenomenonhas led to the identification and use exactly-once
of
semantics, which ensures that only one execution ofserver'soperation
the
is performed.
Primitives based on
exactly-oncesemantics are most desired but difficult to implement.
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T

Server
(balance = 1000)

Client

Send
request
Process debit routine
balance =1000 - 100 =900

Timeout

_1

Return (success, 900)

~nd

request
Processdebit routine
balance =900 - 100 = 800

Return (success, 800)
Receive
balance =800

(success, 800)

debit (amount)
{

if (balance >= amount)
{ balance = balance - amount;
retum ("success", balance);

}
else return (Ufailure", balance);
Fig. 3.11 A nonidempotentroutine.

One way toimplementexactly-oncesemanticsis to use a uniqueidentifier for every
request that the client makes and to set up a reply cache kernel'saddress
in the
space on the
server machine to cache replies. In this case, before forwarding a request to a server for
processing,the kernelof the servermachine checks to see if a reply already exists in the
reply cache for the request.
If yes, this means that this isduplicaterequest
a
that has already
been processed.
Therefore,thepreviouslycomputedresult isextractedfrom the reply cache
and a new response message is sent to the client.
Otherwise,the request is a new one. In this
case, the kernel forwards the
requestto theappropriateserver forprocessing,and when the
processingis over, it caches the request
identifier along with the result ofprocessingin the
reply cache before sending a response message to the client.
An exampleof implementingexactly-oncesemanticsis shown in Figure 3.12. This
figure is similar to Figure 3.11exceptthat requests are now numbered, and a reply cache
request-I; the servermachine's
has been added to the server machine. The client makes
if there is acachedreply
kernel receivesrequest-l and then checks the reply cache to see
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Request Replyto
identifier be sent

- 10----...

request-1

success,900)
~----_.

Reply cache

I

Client

Server
(balance = 1000)

Send

request-1
Checkreplycachefor request.. 1
No matchfound, so process request.. 1

Timeout

---.J

Save reply
Return(success, 900)

Send
request.. 1
Checkreplycache for request.. 1
Matchfound
Extractreply

I
..-----J

Return(success. 900)
Receive
balance =900

Fig. 3.12 An example of exactly-once semantics using request identifiers and reply cache.

for request-I,There is no match, so it forwards the request toappropriate
the
server. The
server processes the request and returns the result to the kernel. The kernel copies the
requestidentifier and the result of execution to the reply cache and then sends the result
in the form of a response message to the client.
"This reply is lost, and the client times out
on request... l and retransmitsrequest-I, The servermachine'skernel receivesrequest-I
once again and checks the reply cache to see if there is a cached reply
request-I,
for This
time a match is found so it extracts the result
correspondingto request-J from the reply
cache and once again sends it to the client as a response message. Thus the reprocessing
of a duplicate request is avoided. Note that the range of the request identifiers should be
much larger than the number of entries in the cache.
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It is important to remember that the use of a replycache does not make a
nonidempotentroutine idempotent.The cacheis simply onepossibleway to implement
nonidempotentroutineswith exactly-oncesemantics.

3.9.2 K••plng Track of lost Qnd Out-of-Sequence Packets
in MultldGtGgram MessGges
In the case ofmultidatagrammessages,
the logicaltransferof a messageconsistsof physical
transferof several packets.Therefore,a messaget.ransmission can be
consideredto be
completeonly when all the packets of the
messagehave beenreceivedby the process to
which it is sent. Forsuccessfulcompletionof a multidatagrammessagetransfer, reliable
delivery of everypacketis important.A simpleway to ensurethis is toacknowledgeeach
packetseparately(called stop-and-waitprotocol). But a separateacknowledgmentpacket
for each request packet leads to acommunicationoverhead.Therefore, to improve
communicationperformance,a betterapproachis to use a singleacknowledgmentpacket
for all the packetsof a multidatagrammessage(called blastprotocol). However, when this
approachis used, a node crash orcommunicationlink
a
failure may lead to the following
problems:
• One or more packets of the
multidatagrammessage are lost in
communication.
• The packets arcreceivedout of sequenceby the receiver.
An efficient mechanismto cope with theseproblemsis to use abitmapto identify the
packetsof a message. In this
mechanism,theheaderpart of eachpacketconsistsof two extra
fields, one of whichspecifiesthe totalnumberof packetsin the multidatagrammessageand
the other is thebitmap field that specifiesthe position of this packet in thecomplete
message. The first field helps the
receivingprocessto set aside a suitably sized
buffer area
for the messageand the second field helps in
deciding the position of this packet in that
buffer. Since allpacketshaveinformationabout the totalnumberof packets in themessage,
so even in the case of
out-of-sequencereceipt of thepackets,that is, even when the first
packetis notreceivedfirst, a suitably sizedbufferarea can be set aside by the
receiverfor the
entire message and the
receivedpacketcan beplacedin its properpositioninside thebuffer
area. After timeout, if all packets have not yet been received, a bitmap
indicating the
unreceivedpackets is sent to the sender. Using the
bitmap information, the sender
retransmitsonly those packets that have not been
receivedby the receiver. Thistechniqueis
When all thepacketsof a multidatagrammessage are
received,the
called selective repeat.
messagetransferis complete,and thereceiversends anacknowledgmentmessage to the
sending process. This method multidatagram
of
messagecommunicationis illustratedwith
an examplein Figure3.13 in which themultidatagrammessageconsistsof five packets.

3.10 GROUP COMMUNICATION
The most elementaryform of message-based
interaction is one-to-onecommunication
(also known aspoint-to-point, or unicast, communication) in which a single-sender
process sends message
a
to a single-receiverprocess.However,for performanceand ease
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Fig. 3.13 An exampleof the use of a bitmap to keep track of lost and out of sequence
packets in amultidatagrammessage
transmission.

of programming, several highly parallel distributed applications require that a messagepassing system should also provide group communication facility. Depending on single or
multiple senders and receivers, the following three types of group
communicationare
possible:
1. One to many (single sender and multiple receivers)
2. Many to one (multiple senders and single receiver)
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3. Many to many (multiple senders and multiple receivers)
The issues related to these
communicationschemes aredescribedbelow.

3.10. 1 On8-to-Many Communication
In this scheme, there are multiple receivers for a message sent by a single sender. One-tomany scheme is also known as
multicast communication.A special caseof multicast
communication is broadcast communication, in which the message is sent to all
processorsconnectedto a network.
Multicastlbroadcastcommunicationis very useful for several practical applications.
For example, consider a server manager managing a group of server processes all
providing the same type of service. The server manager can multicast a message to all the
server processes, requesting that a free server volunteer to serve the current request. It then
selects the first server that responds. The server manager does not have to keep track of
the free servers. Similarly, to locate a processor providing a specific service, an inquiry
message may be broadcast. In this case, it is not necessary to receive an answer from every
processor;just finding one instance of the desired service is sufficient.

Group Management
In case of one-to-manycommunication,receiver processes of a message form a group.
Such groups are of two
t ypes--closedand open. Aclosedgroup is one in which only the
members of the group can send a message to the group. An outside process cannot send
a message to the group as a whole, although it may send a message to an individual
memberof the group. On the other hand, an
open groupis one in which any process in
the system can send a message to the group as a whole.
Whether to use a closed group or an open group is application dependent. For
example, a group of processes working on a common problem need
communicate
not
with
outside processes and can form a closed group. On the other hand, a group of replicated
servers meant for
distributedprocessing of client requests must form an open group so that
client processes can send their requests to them. Therefore, a flexible message-passing
system with groupcommunicationfacility should support both types of groups.
A message-passing
system with groupcommunicationfacility provides the flexibility
to create and delete groups dynamically and to allow a process to join or leave a group at
any time. Obviously, themessage-passing
system must have a mechanism to manage the
groups and their membership information. A simple mechanism for this is to use a
centralizedgroup serverprocess. All requests to create a group, to delete a group, to add
a member to a group, or to remove a member from a group are sent to this process.
Therefore, it is easy for the group server to maintain up-to-date information of all existing
groups and their exact membership. This approach, however, suffers from the problems of
poor reliability and poor scalability common to all
centralizedtechniques. Replication
of
the group server may be done to solve these problems to some extent. However,
replication leads to the extra overhead involved in keeping the group information of all
group servers consistent.
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GroupAddressing
A two-level naming scheme is normally used for group addressing. The high-level group
name is an ASCII string that is independent of the location information of the processes
in the group. On the other hand, the low-level group name depends to a large extent on
the underlying hardware. For example, on some networks it is possible to create a special
network address to which multiple machines can listen. Such a network address is called
a multicastaddress.A packet sent to a multicast address is automatically delivered to all
machines listening to the address. Therefore, in such systems a multicast address is used
as a low-level name for a group.
Some networks that do not have the facility to create multicast addresses may have
broadcasting facility. Networks with broadcasting facility declare a certain address, such
as zero, as abroadcast address.A packet sent to a broadcast address is automatically
delivered to all machines on the network. Therefore, the broadcast address of a network
may be used as a low-level name for a group. In this case, the software of each machine
must check to see if the packet is intended for it. If not, the packet is simply discarded.
Since all machines receive every broadcast packet and must check if the packet is intended
for it, the use of a broadcast address is less efficient than the use of a multicast address for
group addressing. Also notice that in a system that uses a broadcast address for group
addressing,aU groups have the same low-level name, the broadcast address.
If a network does not support either the facility to create multicast addresses or the
broadcastingfacility, a one-to-one communication mechanism has to be used to
implementthe group communication facility. That is, the kernel of the sending machine
sends the message packet separately to each machine that has a process belonging to the
group. Therefore, in this case, the low-level name of a group contains a list of machine
identifiers of an machines that have a process belonging to the group.
Notice that in the first two methods a single message packet is sent over the network,
whereas in the third method the number of packets sent over the network depends on the
number of machines that have one or more processes belonging to the group. Therefore
the third method generates more network traffic than the other two methods and is in
general less efficient. However, it is better than the broadcasting method in systems in
which most groups involve only a few out of many machines on the network. Moreover
the first two methods are suitable for use only on a single LAN. If the network contains
multiple LANs interconnected by gateways and the processes of a group are spread over
multiple LANs, the third method is simpler and easier to implement than the other two
methods.

Message Delivery to Receiver Processes
User applicationsuse high-level group names in programs. The centralized group server
maintains a mapping of high-level group names to their low-level names. The group
server also maintains a list of the process identifiers of all the processes for each
group.
When a sender sends a message to a group specifying its
highname, the kernel
..level
of the sending machine contacts the group server to obtain the low-level name of the group
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and the list of processidentifiers of the processesbelonging to the group. The list of
processidentifiersis inserted in the message packet. If the low-level group name
either
is
a multicast addressor a broadcastaddress, the kernel simply sends the
packet to the
multicastlbroadcastaddress. On the other hand, if the low-level group name is a list of
machineidentifiers, the kernel sends a copy of the packet
separatelyto each machine in
the list.
When the packet reaches a machine, the kernel of machineextracts
that
the list of
process identifiers from the packet and forwards the
messagein the packet to those
processes in the list that belong to its own machine. Note that when
broadcast
the
address
is used as alow-level group name, the kernel of a machine may find that none of the
processes in the list belongs to its own machine. In this case, the kernel simply discards
the packet.
Notice that a sender is not at all aware of either the size of the group or the actual
mechanismused for group addressing. The sender simply sends a message to a group
specifyingits high-level name, and the operating system takesresponsibilityto
the
deliver
the message to all the group members.

BufferedandUnbufferedMulticast
Multicasting is an asynchronouscommunicationmechanism. This is because
multicast
send cannot besynchronousdue to the following reasons [Gehani 1984]:
1. It is unrealisticto expect a sending process to wait until all the receiving
processes
that belong to the multicast group are ready to receive the multicast message.
may not be aware of all the receiving processes that belong
2. The sending process
to the multicast group.
How a multicastmessage is treated on a receiving process side depends
whether
on
the multicast mechanismis buffered or unbuffered. For an
unbuffered multicast,the
message is not buffered for the receiving process and is lost if the receiving process is not
by thoseprocesses
in a state ready to receive Therefore,the
it.
message is received only
of the multicast group that are ready to receive it. On the other hand, for
a
buffered
of the
multicast, the message is buffered for the receiving processes, so each process
multicastgroup will eventuallyreceive the message.

Send-to-All andBulletin-BoardSemantics
Ahamad andBernstein[1985] described the following two types of semantics for one-tomany communications:
1. Send-to-all semantics.A copy of the message is sent to each process of the
multicastgroup and the message is buffered until
it is accepted by the process.

2. Bulletin-boardsemantics.A message to bemulticast is addressed to a
channel
instead of being sent to every individual process of the multicast group. From a logical
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point of view, the channel plays the role of a bulletin board. A receiving process copies
the message from the channel instead of removing it when it makes
a request on
receive
the channel. Thus a multicast message remains available to other processes as if it has
been posted on the bulletin board. The processes that receive
have access right on the
channel constitute the multicast group.
Bulletin-boardsemantics is more flexible than send-to-all semantics because it takes
care of the following two factors that are ignored by send-to-all semantics [Ahamad and
Bernstein 1985]:
1. The relevance of a message to
particularreceiver
a
may depend on the
receiver's
state.
2. Messages not accepted within a certain time after transmission may no longer be
useful; their value may depend on the
sender'sstate.
To illustrate this, let us once again consider the example of a server manager
multicasting a message to all the server processes to volunteer to serve the current request.
Using send-to-all semantics, it would be necessary to multicast to all the servers, causing
many contractors to process extraneous messages. Using
bulletin-boardsemantics, only
those contractors that are idle and in a state suitable for serving requests will make a
receiverequest on the concerned channel, and
thus.only contractors in the correct state
will process such messages [Ahamad and Bernstein 1985]. Furthermore, the message is
withdrawn from the channel by the server manager as soon as the bid period is over; that
is, the first bidder is selected (in this case). Therefore, the message remains available for
being received only as long as the server manager is in a state in which bids are
acceptable. While this does not completely eliminate extraneous messages (contractors
may still reply after the bid period is over), it does help in reducing them.

Flexible Reliability in Multicast Communication
Different applications require different degrees of reliability. Therefore multicast
primitives normally provide the flexibility for user-definable reliability. Thus, the sender
of a multicast message can specify the number of receivers from which a response
message is expected. In one-to-many communication, the degree of reliability is normally
expressed in the following forms:
1. The O-reliable. No response is expected by the sender from any of the receivers.
This is useful for applications using asynchronous multicast in which the sender does not
wait for any response after multicasting the message. An example of this type of
application is a time signal generator.
2. The l-reliable. The sender expects a response from any of the receivers. The
already described application in which a server manager multicasts a message to all the
servers to volunteer to serve the current request and selects the first server that responds
is an example ofl-reliable multicast communication.
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3. The m-out-of-n-reliable.The multicast group consists of
n receivers and the
sender expects a response from
m (1 <m <n) of the n receivers. Majority consensus
algorithms (described in Chapter 9) used for the
consistencycontrol of replicated
m = n/2.
information use this form of reliability, with the value

4. All-reliable. The sender expects a response message from all the receivers of the
multicast group. For example, suppose a message for updating the replicas of a file is
multicast to all the file servers having a replica of the file. Naturally, such a sender process
will expect a response from all the concerned file servers.

Atomic Multicast
Atomic multicast has an all-or-nothing property. That is, when a message is sent to a group
by atomic multicast,it is either received by all the processes that are members of the group
or else it is not received by any of them.
An implicit assumption usually made in atomic
multicast is that when a process fails, it is no longer a member of the multicast group.
When the process comes up after failure, it must join the group afresh.
Atomic multicast is not always necessary. For example, applications for which the
degree of reliability requirementis O-reliable., l-reliable, or m-out-of-n-reliabledo not
need atomic multicast facility. On the other hand, applications for which the degree of
reliability requirementis all-reliable need atomic multicast facility. Therefore, a flexible
message-passing
system should support both atomic and nonatomic multicast facilities
and should provide the flexibility to the sender of a multicast message to specify in the
send primitive whether atomicity property is required or not for the message being
multicast.
A simple method to implement atomic multicast is to multicast a message, with the
degree of reliabilityrequirementbeing all-reliable. In this case, the kernel of the sending
machine sends the message to all members of the group and waitsacknowledgment
for an
from each member (we assume that a one-to-one
communicationmechanism is used to
implement the multicast facility). After a timeout period, the kernel retransmits the
message to all those members from whomacknowledgment
an
message has not yet been
received. The timeout-basedretransmissionof the message is repeated until an
acknowledgmentis received from all members of the group. When acknowledgments
all
have been received, the kernel confirms to the sender that the atomic multicast process is
complete.
The above method works fine only as long as the machines of the sender process and
the receiverprocessesdo not fail during an atomic multicast operation. This is because if
the machine of the sender process fails, the message cannot
retransmitted
be
if one or
more members did not receive the message due to packet loss or some other reason.
Similarly, if the machine of a receiver process fails and remains down for some time, the
message cannot be delivered to that process because
retransmissionsof the message
cannot becontinuedindefinitely and have to be aborted after some
predeterminedtime.
Therefore, afault-tolerantatomic multicast protocol must ensure that a multicast will be
delivered to all members of the multicast group even in the event of failure of
sender's
the
machine or areceiver'smachine. One method to
implementsuch a protocol is described
next [Tanenbaum1995}.
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In this method, each message has a message identifier field to distinguish it from all
other messages and a field to indicate that it is an atomic multicast message. The sender
sends the message to a multicast group. The kernel of the sending machine sends the
message to all members of the group and uses timeout-based
retransmissionsas in the
previous method. A process that receives the message checks its message
identifier field
to see if it is a new message. If not, it is simply discarded. Otherwise, the receiver checks
to see. if it is an atomic multicast message. If so, the receiver also performs an atomic
multicast of the same message, sending it to the same multicast group. The kernel of this
machine treats this message as an ordinary atomic multicast message and uses timeoutbased retransmissions when needed. In this way, each receiver of an atomic multicast
message will perform an atomic multicast of the message to the same multicast group. The
method ensures that eventually all the surviving processes of the multicast group will
receive the message even if the sender machine fails after sending the message or a
receivermachine fails after receiving the message.
Notice that an atomic multicast is in general very expensive
compared
as
to a normal
multicast due to the large number of messages involved in
implementation.
its
Therefore,
a message-passing
system should not use the atomicity property as a default property of
multicast messages but should provide this facility as an option.

Group CommunicationPrimitives
In both one-to-onecommunicationand one-to-many communication, the sender of a
process basically has to specify two parameters: destination address and a pointer to the
sendprimitive can be used for both one-to-one
message data. Therefore ideally the same
communicationand one-to-many communication. If the destination address specified in
the sendprimitive is that of a single process, the message is sent to that one process. On
the other hand, if the destination address is a group address, the message is sent to all
processes that belong to that group.
However, most systems having a group communication facility provide a different
primitive (such assendgroup)for sending a message to a group. There are two main
reasons for this. First, it simplifies the design and
implementation of a group
communication facility. For example, suppose the two-level naming mechanism is
used for both process addressing and group addressing. The high-level to low-level
name mapping for processes is done by the name server, and for groups it is done by
the group server. With this design, if a single
send primitive is used for both one-toone communication and one-to-many communication, the kernel of the sending
machine cannot know whether the destination address specified by a user is a single
process address or a group address. Consequently, it does not know whether the name
server or the group server should be contacted for obtaining the low-level name of the
specified destination address. Implementation methods to solve this problem are
possible theoretically, but the design will become complicated. On the other hand, if
separate primitives such as
send and sendgroup are used, the kernel can easily make
out whether the specified destination address is a single process address or a group
address and can contact the appropriate server to obtaincorrespondinglow-level
the
name.
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Second, it helps inproviding greater flexibility to the users. For instance» a separate
parametermay be used in thesendgroup primitive to allow users to specify the degree
of reliability desired(numberof receivers from which a response
messageis expected),
and anotherparametermay be used to specify whether the atomicity
propertyis required
or not.

3.10.2 Many-to-One Communication
In this scheme,multiple senders send messages to a single receiver. The single
receiver
may beselectiveor nonselective.A selective receiverspecifies a unique sender; a message
exchangetakes place onlyif that sender sends a message. On the other hand, a
if anyonesender in the set sends a
nonselectivereceiver specifiesa set of senders, and
message to this receiver, a message exchange takes place.
Thus we see that an important issue related to many-to-onecommunication
the
scheme isnondeterminism.The receiver may want to wait for
informationfrom any of a
it is not known in advance
group of senders,rather than from one specific sender. As
which member (ormembers)of the group will have itsinformation available first, such
behavioris nondeterministic.In some casesit is useful to dynamicalJy control the group
of senders from whom to accept message. For example, a buffer process may accept a
request from aproducerprocess to store an item in the buffer whenever the buffer is not
full; it may accept a request from consumerprocess
a
to get an item from the buffer
wheneverthe buffer is not empty. To program such behavior, a notation is needed to
express and controlnondeterminism.One suchconstruct is the "guarded command"
programming
statementintroduced by Dijkstra l19751. Since this issue is related to
languagesrather thanoperatingsystems, we will not discuss it any further.

3.10.3 Many-to-Many Communication
In this scheme, multiple senders send messages to multiple receivers.
one-to-many
The
and many-to-oneschemesare implicit in this scheme. Hence the issues related to one-tomany andmany-to-oneschemes, which have already been
describedabove, also apply to
the many-to-manycommunicationscheme. In addition, an important issue related to
many-to-manycommunicationscheme is that ofordered message delivery.
Orderedmessage delivery ensures that all messages are delivered to all receivers in
an orderacceptableto the application. This property is needed by many
applicationsfor
their correctfunctioning. For example, suppose two senders send messages to update the
same record of adatabaseto two server processes having a replica of the database. If the
messages of the two senders are received by the two servers
different
in orders, then the
final values of theupdatedrecord of the database may be different in its two replicas.
Therefore,this applicationrequires that all messages deliveredin
be
the same order to all
receivers.
Orderedmessage delivery requires message sequencing. In a system with a single
senderand multiple receivers(one-to-manycommunication),sequencing messages to all
the receiversis trivial. If the sender initiates the next
multicast transmissiononly after
confirming that the previous multicast message has been received by all the members, the
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messageswin be delivered in the same order. On the other hand. in a system with multiple
senders and a single receiver (many-to-one communication), the messages will be
delivered to the receiver in the order in which they arrive at receiver'smachine.
the
Ordering in this case is simply handled by the receiver. Thus we see that it is not difficult
to ensure ordered delivery of messages in many-to-one 'or one-to-many
communication
schemes.
However, in many-to-manycommunication,a message sent from a sender may
arrive at areceiver'sdestination before the arrival of a message from another sender;
but this order may be reversed at another
receiver'sdestination (see Fig. 3.14). The
reason why messages of different senders may arrive at the machines of different
receivers in different orders is that when two processescontendingfor
are
access to a
LAN, the order in which messages of the two processes are sent over the LAN is
nondeterministic. Moreover, in a WAN environment, the messages of different senders
may be routed to the same destination using different routes that take different amounts
of time (which cannot be correctly predicted) to the destination.
Therefore,ensuring
ordered message delivery requires a special
message-handlingmechanism in many-tomany communicationscheme.
The commonly used semantics for ordered delivery of multicast messages are
absolute ordering, consistent ordering, and causal ordering. These are described
below.

Time

1
Fig. 3.14

No ordering constraint for
messagedelivery.

AbsoluteOrdering
This semantics ensures that all messages are delivered to all receiver processes in the exact
order in which they were sent (see Fig. 3.15). One method to implement this semantics is
to use global timestamps as message identifiers. That is, the system is assumed to have a
clock at each machine and all clocks are synchronized with each other, and when a sender
sends a message, the clock value (timestamp) is taken as
identifierof
the
that message and
embedded in the message.
The kernel of eachreceiver'smachine saves all incoming messages meant for a
receiver in a separate queue. A sliding-window mechanism is used to periodically
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Fig.3.]5 Absolute ordering ofmessages.

deliver the message from the queue to the receiver. That is, a fixed time interval is
selected as the window size, and periodically all messages whose timestamp values
fall within the current window are delivered to the receiver. Messages whose
timestamp values fall outside the window are left in the queue because of the
possibility that a tardy message having a timestamp value lower than that of any of
the messages in the queue might still arrive. The window size is properly chosen
taking into consideration the maximum possible time that may be required by a
message to go from one machine to any other machine in the network.

Consistent Ordering
Absolute-ordering semantics requires globally synchronized clocks, which are not easy
to implement. Moreover, absolute ordering is not really what many applications need
to function correctly. For instance, in the replicated database updation example, it is
sufficient to ensure that both servers receive the update messages of the two senders
if this order is not the real order in which the two messages
in the same order even
were sent. Therefore, instead of supporting absolute-ordering semantics, most systems
support consistent-orderingsemantics. This semantics ensures that all messages are
delivered to all receiver processes in the same order. However, this order may be
different from the order in which messages were sent (see Fig. 3.16).
One method to implementconsistent-orderingsemantics is to make the many-tomany scheme appear as a combination of many-to-one and one-to-many schemes
[Chang and Maxemchuk 1985]. That is, the kernels of the sending machines send
messages to a single receiver (known as
a
sequencer)
that assigns a sequence number
to each message and then multicasts
it. The kernel of eachreceiver'smachine saves
all incoming messages meant for a receiver in a separate queue. Messages in a queue
are delivered immediately to the receiver unless there is a gap in the message
identifiers, in which case messages after the gap are not delivered until the ones in the
gap have arrived.
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Fig.3.16 Consistentordering of messages.

The sequencer-based
m ethod for implementing consistent-orderingsemanticsis
subjectto singlepoint of failure and hencehaspoorreliability. A distributedalgorithmfor
implementingconsistent-orderingsemanticsthat does not suffer from this
p roblemis the
ABCASTprotocol of the ISIS system [Birman and VanRenesse1994, Birman 1993,
Birman et al. 1991,Birman and Joseph1987]. It assignsa sequencenumberto a message
by distributed agreementamong the group members and the senderand works as
follows:

1. The senderassignsa temporarysequencenumberto the messageand sendsit
to all the members of the multicast group. The sequencenumber assignedby the
sender must be larger than any previous sequencenumber used by the sender.
Therefore,a simple countercan be used by thesenderto assignsequencenumbersto
its messages.
2. On receiving the message,each member of the group returns a proposed
sequencenumberto the sender.A member(i) calculatesits proposedsequencenumber
by using the function
max(Fmax' Pmax) + 1 + ilN
whereFmax is thelargestfinal sequencenumberagreedupon so far for amessagereceived
by the group(eachmembermakesa recordof this when a finalsequencenumberis agreed
upon), Pmax is the largestproposedsequencenumberby this member,and N is the total
numberof membersin the multicastgroup.
3. When the senderhas received the proposedsequencenumbers from all the
members,it selectsthe largestone as the finalsequencenumberfor the messageand sends
it to all membersin a commit message.T he chosenfinal sequencenumberis guaranteed
to be uniquebecauseof the term UN in the function used for thecalculationof a proposed
sequencenumber.
4. On receiving the commit message,each member attachesthe final sequence
numberto the message.
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5. Committedmessages with final sequence numbersdeliveredto
are
the application
programs in order of their final sequence numbers. Note that the algorithm for sequence
number assignmentto a message is a part of the runtime system, not the user
processes.
It can be shown that this protocol ensures
consistentordering semantics.

CausalOrdering
For someapplicationsconsistent-orderingsemantics is not necessary and even weaker
semantics is acceptable. Therefore, an application can have better performance if the
message-passing
system used supports a weaker ordering semantics that is acceptable to
the application. .One such weaker ordering semantics that is acceptable to many
applications is thecausal-orderingsemantics. This semantics ensures that
if the event of
sending one message is causally related to the event of sending another message, the two
messages are
delivered to all receivers in the correct order. However, if two messagesending events are not causally related, the two messages may be delivered to the
receivers in any order. Two
message-sending
events are said to be causally related if they
are corelated by the
happened-before
relation (for a definition ofhappened-before
relation
seeChapter6). That is, twomessage-sending
events are causally related if there is any
possibility of the second one being influenced in any way
by the first one. The basic idea
behindcausal-orderingsemantics is that when it matters, messages are always delivered
in the proper order, but when it does not matter, they may be delivered in any arbitrary
order.
An example of causal ordering of messages is given in Figure 3.17. In this example,
senderSI sends message mJ to receivers
R], R2 , and R3 and senderS2 sends message
m2
to receiversR2 , and R3 . On receivingnu , receiver R] inspects it, creates a new message
ms, and sendsm-; to R2 and R3 . Note that the event of sending
m3 is causally related to
the event of sendingm, because the contents m-;
of might have been derived in part from
ml; hence the two messages must be delivered to R
both
m,
2 and R3 in the proper order,

Time

1
F'ig.3.17 Causal ordering of messages.
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before m3' Also note that sincem2 is not causally related to either
m, or m3' m2 can be
delivered at any time toR2 and R3 irrespective ofm, or m-, This is exactly what the
exampleof Figure 3.17 shows.
of
One method for implementing causal-ordering semantics isCBCASTprotocol
the
the ISIS system [Birman et al. 1991]. It works as follows:
1. Each member process of a group maintains a vector
of
n components,
where
n is
the total number of members in the group. Each member is assigned a sequence number
from 0 to n, and the ith component of the vectors corresponds to the member with
i. In particular, the value of the
ith component of amember'svector is
sequence number
equal to the number of the last message received in sequence by this member from
memberi.
2. To send a message, a process increments the value of its own component in its
own vector and sends the vector as part of the message.
3. When the message arrives at a receiver process's site, it is buffered by the runtime
system. The runtime system tests the two conditions given below to decide whether the
message
can be delivered to the user process or its delivery must be delayed to ensure
causaJ.
..ordering semantics. Let
S be the vector of the sender process that is attached to the
message and
R be the vector of the receiver process. Also ilet
be the sequence number of
the sender process. Then the two conditions to be tested are
S[i] = R[i] + 1 and

SUl::; RUJ for all j

~

i

The first condition ensures that the receiver has not missed any message from the
sender. This test is needed because two messages from the same sender are always
causally related. The second condition ensures that the sender has not received any
message that the receiver has not yet received. This test is needed to make sure that the
sender'smessage is not causally related to a message missed by the receiver.
If the message passes these two tests, the runtime system delivers it to the user
process. Otherwise, the message is left in the buffer and the test is carried out again for
it when a new message arrives.
A simple example to illustrate the algorithm is given in Figure 3.18. In this
example, there' are four processes
A, B, C, and D. The status of their vectors at some
instance of time is (3, 2, 5, I), (3, 2, 5, 1), (2, 2, 5, 1), and (3, 2, 4, 1), respectively.
This means that, until now,
A has sent three messages,
B has sent two messages, C
D has sent one message to other processes. ANow
sends
has sent five messages, and
a new message to other processes. Therefore, the vector attached to the message will
be (4, 2, 5, 1). The message can be deliveredB tobecause it passes both tests.
However, the message has to be delayed by the runtime systems of sites of processes
C and D because the first test fails at the site of process C and the second test fails
at the site of processD.
A good message-passing system should support at least consistent- and causalordering semantics and should provide the flexibility to the users to choose one of these
in their applications.
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Fig. 3.18

An exampleto illustrate the CBCAST protocol for implementingcausal
ordering semantics.

3.11 CASE STUDY: 4.38SD UNIX IPC MECHANISM
The socket-based IPC of the 4.3BSD UNIX system illustrates how a message-passing
system can be designed using the concepts and mechanisms presented in this chapter. The
system was produced by the Computer Systems Research Group (CSRG) of the
University of California at Berkeley and is the most widely used and well documented
message-passing system.

3. 11. 1 8aslc Concepts and Main Features
The IPe mechanism of the 4.3BSD UNIX provides a general interface for constructing
network-based applications. Its basic concepts and main features are as follows:
1. It is network independent in the sense that it can support communication networks
that use different sets of protocols, different naming conventions, different hardware, and
so on. For this, it uses the notion communication
of
domain,which refers to a standard set
of communication properties. In this chapter we have seen that there are different methods
of naming a communication endpoint. We also have seen that there are different semantics
of communication related to synchronization, reliability, ordering, and so on. Different
networks often use different naming conventions for naming communication endpoints
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and possess different semantics communication.These
of
properties of a network are
known as its communication properties.Networks with the samecommunication
propertiesbelong to a commoncommunicationdomain (or protocol family). By providing
the flexibility to specify acommunicationdomain as aparameterof the communication
primitive used, the IPCmechanismof the 4.3B5D UNIX allows the users to select a
domain appropriateto their applications.
2. It uses a unified abstraction, called
socket,for an endpoint ofcommunication.That
is, a socket is an abstract object from which messages are sent and received. The IPC
operationsare based on socket pairs, one belonging to each of aofpair
communicating
processes that may be on the same or different computers. A pair of sockets may be used for
unidirectionalor bidirectionalcommunicationbetween two processes. A message sent by a
sending process is queued in its socket until it has been transmitted across the network by the
networking protocol and anacknowledgmenthas been received (only if the protocol
requires one). On the receiver side, the message is queued in the receiving
process'ssocket
until the receiving process makes appropriate
an
system call to receive it.
Any process can create a socket for usecommunicationwith
in
another process.
Sockets are created within communicationdomain.
a
A created socket exists until it is
explicitly closed or until every process having a reference to it exits.
3. For location transparency, it uses a two-level naming scheme for naming
communicationendpoints. That is, a socket can be assigned a high-level name that is a
human-readablestring. The low-level name of a socket is
communication-domain
dependent. For example, it may consist of a local port number and an Internet address. For
translation of high-level socket names to their low-level names,
4.3B50 provides
functions for application programs rather than placing the translation functions in the
kernel. Note that asocket'shigh-level name is meaningful only within the context of the
communicationdomain in which the socket is created.
4. It is highly flexible in the sense that it uses a typing mechanism for sockets to
provide the semantic aspectscommunication
of
to applications in acontrolledand uniform
manner. That is, all sockets are typed
accordingto their communicationsemantics, such
as ordered delivery,unduplicateddelivery, reliable delivery,connectionlesscommunication, connection-orientedcommunication,and so on. The system defines some standard
socket types and provides the flexibility to the users to define and use their own socket
types when needed. For example, a socket
of type datagrammodelspotentiallyunreliable,
connectionlesspacket communication,and a socket of typestream models a reliable
connection-based
byte stream.
5. Messages can bebroadcast if the underlying network provides broadcast
facility.

3.11.2 TMIPC Prlmltlv.s
The primitives of the 4.3BSD UNIX IPC mechanism are provided as system calls
implementedas a layer on top of network
communicationprotocols such as TCP, UDP,
and so on. Layering the IPCmechanismdirectly on top of networkcommunication
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protocols helps in making it efficient. The most important available IPC primitives are
briefly describedbelow.

s =socket(domain,type, protocol)
When a process wants communicate
to
with another process, it must first create a socket
by using the socket system call. The first parameter of this call specifies the
communicationdomain. The mostcommonlyused domain is the Internet
communication
domain because a large number of hosts in the world support the Internet
communication
protocols. The second
parameterspecifies the socket type that is selected according to the
communicationsemantics requirements of the application. The third parameter specifies
the communication protocol (e.g., TCP/IP or UDPIIP) to be used for thesocket's
operation. If the value of thisparameteris specified as zero, the system chooses an
appropriate protocol. Thesocketcall returns adescriptorby which the socket may be
referenced insubsequentsystem calls.A created socket is discarded with the normal
close
system call.

bind (s,addr, addrlen)
After creating a socket, the receiver must bind it to a socket address. Note that if two-way
communication is desired between two processes, both processes have to receive
messages, and hence both must separately bind their sockets to a socket address.
bind The
system call is used for this purpose. The three parameters of this call are the descriptor of
the created socket, a reference to a structure containing the socket address to which the
socket is to be bound, and the number of bytes in the socket address. Once a socket has
been bound, its address cannot be changed.
It might seem more reasonable to combine the system calls for socket creation and
binding a socket to a socket address (name) in a single system call. There are two main
reasons for separating these two operations in different system calls. First, with this
approach a socket can be useful without names. Forcing users to name every socket that
is created causes extra burden on users may
and lead to the assignment of meaningless
names. Second, some
communicationdomains might require additional, nonstandard
information (such as type of service) for binding
of a name to a socket. The need to supply
this information at socket creation time will further
complicatethe interface.

connect(s, server_ addr,server_ addrlen)
The two most commonly used
communicationtypes in the4.3BSDUNIX IPC mechanism
are connection-based(stream) communicationand connectionless(datagram) communication. Inconnection-based
communication,two processes first establish a connection
between their pairs of sockets. The
connectionestablishmentprocess is asymmetric
because one of the processes keeps waiting for a request for a connection and the other
makes a request for caonnection.Once connectionhas been established, data can be
transmitted between the two processes in either direction. This type
communicationis
of
useful forimplementingclient-serverapplications.A server creates a socket, binds a name
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to it, and makes the name publicly known. It then waits for a connection request from
client processes. Clients send connection requests to the server. Once the connection is
established, they can exchange request and reply messages. Connection-based communication supports reliable exchange of messages.
In connectionless communication, a socket pair is identified each time a
communication is made. For this, the sending process specifies its local socket descriptor
and the socket address of the receiving
process'ssocket each time it sends a message.
Connectionless communication is potentially unreliable.
The connect system call is used in connection-based communication by a client
process to request a connection establishment between its own socket and the socket of the
of this call are
server process with which it wants to communicate. The three parameters
the descriptor of the client's socket, a reference to a structure containing the socket address
of the server'ssocket, and the number of bytes in the socket address.connect
The call
automatically binds a socket address (name) toclient'ssocket.
the
Hence prior binding is
not needed.

listen (s, backlog)
The listen system call is used in case of connection-based communication by a server
process to listen on its socket for client requests for connections. The two parameters of
of pending
this call are the descriptor of the
server'ssocket and the maximum number
connections that should be queued for acceptance.

snew = accept(s, client_addr,client_addrlen)
The acceptsystem can is used in a connection-based communication by a server process
to accept a request for a connection establishment made by a client and to obtain a new
socket for communication with that client. The three parameters of this call are the
descriptor of theserver'ssocket, a reference to a structure containing the socket address
of the client's socket, and the number of bytes in the socket address. Note that the call
returns a descriptor(snew) that is the descriptor of a new socket that is automatically
accept call. This new socket is paired with the client's
created upon execution of the
s for
socket so that the server can continue to use the original socket with descriptor
accepting further connection requests from other clients.

Primitivesfor Sending and Receiving Data
A variety of system calls are available for sending and receiving data. The four most
commonly used are:
nbytes = read (sneMl, buffer, amount)
write (s, "message,"msg_length)
amount = recvfrom (s, buffer,sender_address)
sendtots,"message,"receiver_address)
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The read and write system calls are most suitable for use connection-based
in
communication.The write operation is usedby a client to send a message to a server. The
socket to be used for sending the message, the message, and the length of the message are
specified as parameters to the call. The
read operation is used by the server process to
receive the message sent by the client. The socket of the server to which
client'ssocket
the
is connectedand the buffer for storing the received message are specified as parameters
to the call. The call returns the actual number charactersreceived.
of
The socket
connectionestablishmentbetween the client and the server behaves like a channel of
stream data that does not contain any message boundary indications. That is, the sender
pumps data into the channel and the receiver reads them in the same sequence as written
by thecorrespondingwrite operations. The channel size is limited by a bounded queue at
the receiving socket. The sender blocks if the queue is full and the receiver blocks if the
queue is empty.
On the other hand, the
recvfromand sendtosystem calls are most suitable for use in
case ofconnectionlesscommunication.The sendtooperation is used by a sender to send
a message to particularreceiver.
a
The socket through which the message be
is to
sent, the
message, and a reference to a structure
containingthe socket address of the receiver to
which the message is to be sent are specifiedparameters
as
to this call. The reevfrom
operation is used by a recei ver to receive a message from a particular sender. The socket
through which the message is to be received, the buffer where the message is to be stored,
and a reference to a structure
containingthe socket address of the sender from which the
message is to be received are specified as parameters to this call.recvfrom
The call
collects the first message in the queue at the socket. However,
if the queue is empty, it
blocks until a message arrives.
Figure 3.19 illustrates the use of sockets connectionless
for
communicationbetween
two processes. In the
socketcall, the specificationof AF_INET as the firstparameter
indicates that thecommunicationdomain is the Internetcommunicationdomain, and the
specification ofSOCK_DGRAMas the second
parameterindicates that the socket is of the
datagram type (used for unreliable,
connectionlesscommunication).
Alternatively, Figure 3.20 illustrates the use of sockets connection-based
for
communicationbetween a client process and a server process. The specification
of
SOCK_
STREAMas the secondparameterof the socketcall indicates that the socket is of the
stream type (used for reliable,
connection-based
communication).

3.12 SUMMARY
Interprocesscommunication(IPC) requires information sharing among two or more
processes. The two basic methods information
for
sharing are original sharing (shareddata approach) and copy sharing
(message-passing
approach). Since computers in a
network do not share memory, the
message-passing
approach is most commonly used in
distributed systems.
A message-passing
system is a subsystem of a distributed operating system that
provides a set ofmessage-based
protocols, and it does so by shielding the details of
complex network protocols and multiple
heterogeneous
platforms from programmers,

